Guide to Viewing

Bookmark https://horizon.rad.msu.edu

**SEARCH**
Browse cases (organized by anatomy, then by pathology) or use the search field or Advanced Search (Click See additional cases in MYPACS.net to expand your search to the web)

**MANIPULATE**
If desired, use Image Manipulation Tools located above (Zoom, Pan, Window/Level, Show/Hide Annotations)

**STUDY**
**USE TRAINING MODE TO VIEW CASES AS UNKNOWNS**
- Training Mode on/off can be found below the search field in both Case Manager & Case Viewer mode
- Use the tabs-based viewer to sequentially reveal the case text, click “Show title” and “Show caption” links to reveal hidden text
- Select Random Case from the Case Manager or Case Viewer to study random cases (known or unknown) with the option to study within specified anatomies or searches
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